The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the theme, Mathematical Models in Economics and explain the arrangement of the topic chapters of the theme. The topic chapters are classified according to economic issues. Since the literature on the theme is vast, this chapter is concentrated on modern versions of some classical economic theories, taking account of balancing between significance of economic issues and mathematical techniques.

1. Introduction

“... the sciences are like a beautiful river, of which the course is easy to follow, when it has acquired a certain regularity; but if one wants to go back to the source, one will find it nowhere, because it is everywhere; ... it is the same if one wants to go back to the origin of the sciences, one will find only obscurity, vague ideas, vicious circles; and one loses oneself in the primitive ideas.”
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to applications of mathematics to economics. After World War II, mathematical economics has experienced rapid growth, generating many new academic fields associated with the development of mathematical theory and computer. Mathematics is the backbone of modern economics. It plays a basic role in creating ideas, constructing new theories, and empirically testing ideas and theories. Mathematics is now an integral part of economics. The main advances in modern economics are characterized by applying mathematics to various economic problems. Many of today’s profound insights into economic problems could hardly be obtained without the help of mathematics. The concepts of equilibrium versus non-equilibrium, stability versus instability, and steady states versus chaos in the contemporary literature are difficult to explain without mathematics.


Tönu Puu (see *Introduction to Mathematical Economics*) introduces the field with a broad vision. According to Puu, although the contemporary mathematical economics cannot be summarized due to its great variety, mathematical economics is the application of mathematical methods in economic theory. In fact, Puu emphasizes Schumpeter's warning that economists working with mathematics as a tool cannot be defined as a school. The chapter describes the historical origins of the use of mathematical analysis in economics, dating from early 19th Century until the present. In particular, Puu discusses the contents of the typical treatises (written until the mid 20th Century), which reflect the totality of applications of mathematics to economics by the time when they were published.

The chapter of Faye Duchin and Albert Steenge (see *Mathematical Models in Input-Output Economics*) describes the mathematical basis for input-output economics, the
major types of models, and the underlying economic theory. It emphasizes these features of the input-output models that make them especially well suited for understanding the connections between the economy and the environment. The most important approaches to analysis involve multipliers, decomposition, and scenario analysis. The paper also introduces some extensions of the basic model which accommodate the representation of pollutant emissions and policies for constraining them, dynamic models, and multi-regional models, the latter including a new version of a world model that solves for bilateral trade flows and region-specific prices based on comparative advantage with factor constraints.

The purpose of the chapter by Wei-Bin Zhang (see Economic Dynamics) provides a comprehensive introduction of applications of differential and difference equations to economics. It introduces basic concepts and analytical methods and provides applications of these methods to solve economic problems. The chapter provides not only a comprehensive introduction to applications of theory of linear (and linearized) equations to economic analysis, but also studies nonlinear dynamic systems, which have been widely applied to economic analysis only in recent years. It is arranged according to dimensions of the dynamic systems. First, the chapter deals with scalar differential and difference equations. Next, it studies planar differential equations. Then, it introduces higher-dimensional equations. The chapter examines key concepts and main mathematical results related to linear (linearized) and nonlinear equations and their applications to economics.

Roselyne Joyeux and George Milunovich (see Econometric Methods) provide a survey of econometric methods. The chapter presents an overview of those econometric methods and models that are most useful to an applied economist. Further, the chapter distinguishes between econometric methods, which are statistical estimation techniques and econometric models to which estimation methods are applied.

The purpose of the chapter by Monique Florenzano (see General Equilibrium) is to introduce general equilibrium theory, which analyzes the simultaneous equilibrium in all markets of a competitive economy. The chapter defines a general equilibrium model, examines some of its basic results, and provides insights from the model. The important issues of uniqueness and local uniqueness of equilibrium are sketched. The main extensions of the general equilibrium model are also reviewed. Besides the natural extensions to infinitely many commodities and to a continuum of agents, some examples show how economic theory can accommodate the main ideas in order to study some contexts which were not thought of by the initial model.

Arup Mitra (see Labour Market Analysis: Issues and Facts) reviews issues, models and empirical findings relating to labor economics. First, some of the general research questions are taken up in the context of labor demand and supply, which is followed by detailed discussions on rural and urban labor markets. In the rural context the agriculture and the non-farm sectors are analyzed separately. Four important streams of arguments in the context of urban labor market, namely the agglomeration economies framework, limited-industry based urbanization thesis, contact based migration and labor market segmentation theory and finally, the political vote bank theory are discussed in detail. Debates and differences in findings are brought out at the appropriate places.
Olivier Donni (see *Household Behavior and Family Economics*) presents the most important models of household behavior. The introduction gives an overall picture of the literature. The first part of the text is concerned with the behavior of single-person households. The classical models of goods demand and of labor supply as well as their extension to domestic production are discussed here. The second part considers the behavior of multi-person households. The traditional (also called unitary) approach in that case consists in ignoring the differences that may exist between single-person and multi-person households, and analyzing the behavior of the latter as if there were a well-behaved utility function at the household level. The chapter also introduces other ways of modeling the behavior of multi-person households. The conclusion discusses heterodox approaches (issued from Marxism and feminism) to household behavior.

The purpose of the chapter by Thomas Aronsson and Karl-Gustaf Lofgren (see *Welfare Theory: History and Modern Results*) is to provide an overview of modern welfare theory. First, the chapter gives a historical perspective on the questions dealt with in a more formal way later on. Then, it deals with issues and tools that any user of modern welfare theory must be aware of, such as the First and Second Welfare Theorems, Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem, and situations where the markets themselves do not give rise to an optimal resource allocation from society’s point of view. The chapter also introduces social accounting and the associated problem of measuring welfare - a growing area of research in welfare economics - as well as introduced methods for cost benefit analysis in dynamic economies.

The purpose of the chapter by Norman Schofield (see *Social Choice*) is to introduce modern social choice theory. Arrow’s Impossibility implies that any social choice procedure that is rational and satisfies the Pareto condition will exhibit a dictator, an individual able to control social decisions. If instead all that we require is the procedure gives rise to an equilibrium, core outcome, then this can be guaranteed by requiring a collegium, a group of individuals who together exercise a veto. On the other hand, any voting rule without a collegium is classified by the Nakamura number. If the number of alternatives does not exceed the Nakamura number, then an equilibrium can always be guaranteed. In general, majority rule has Nakamura number of 3, so an equilibrium can only be guaranteed in one dimension.

Richard E. Just (see *Mathematical Modelling in Agricultural Economics*) emphasizes that the discipline of agricultural economics has played a pioneering role in the application of mathematical models in economics. Mathematical programming techniques were developed to offer normative advice to farmers. Eventually, programming models were expanded to offer advice at regional and national levels on issues as diverse as commercial agricultural policy, environmental policy, water and soil conservation policy, and public investment in infrastructure such as waterway and irrigation development. Agriculture was a natural application of stochastic and dynamic programming. The chapter also demonstrates that agricultural economics played a key role in the development and application of econometrics for positive modeling purposes. With a wide variety of reasonably competitive product markets and abundant public data, agriculture presented a ready field of application for various statistical regression techniques as they were developed. In more recent times, as contracting has replaced open market transactions, agriculture has become a ready laboratory for application of
game theory and the principal-agent models of mechanism design that now dominate microeconomic analysis.

The chapter by Alfred Greiner (see *Models of Economic Growth*) surveys models of economic growth starting with the Harrod-Domar growth model, which is based on Keynesian ideas of incomplete markets, and continues with the neoclassical model of exogenous growth. A shortcoming of this model is that, which is an empirically observed fact in market economies, but has to resort to exogenously given technical change. The reason for this problem lies in the fact that the production function is characterized by a declining marginal product of physical capital which reduces the incentive to invest as capital rises. As a consequence, the economy converges to a steady state in the long-run where investment is just sufficiently high to keep the per-capita capital stock constant. The endogenous growth theory overcomes the shortcoming associated with the neoclassical model that it cannot endogenously explain sustained per-capita growth by postulating that there exist endogenous factors that have positive effects on the marginal product of capital. The chapter depicts fundamental endogenous growth models starting with the model where investment is associated with positive externalities on the macroeconomic level. The article also discusses the dynamic behavior of the models presented and points out empirical evidence for each class of models.

Franz Wirl (see *Mathematical Models of Environmental Economics Modelling in Agricultural Economics*) surveys mathematical models and methods applied in environmental economics organized along environmental problems externalities and instruments, resource extraction, renewable resource management, the tragedy of the commons in general and in particular in the context of global warming. To deal with these selected topics, the methods of static optimization, partial equilibrium analysis, optimal control, real option and mechanism design are introduced. A particular aspect of this survey is the consideration of thresholds across different methods. Thresholds are a way to formalize the criterion of sustainability, which gives an ecological touch to the analysis. In addition to these more elaborate expositions, further topics such as (computable) general equilibrium models, valuation of environmental goods, corporate social responsibility, and public choice are briefly addressed.

Toichiro Asada (see *Money in Economic Analysis*) surveys the fundamental topics of money in economic analysis, especially money in standard microeconomic and macroeconomic theories. First, the definition and the functions of money as well as an earlier quantitative theory on money are introduced. Then, the roles of money in the mainstream microeconomic analysis and the Walrasian general equilibrium theory are examined. Thirdly, the theoretical treatment of demand and supply of money in Keynesian macroeconomics is analyzed. Finally, some fundamental topics on monetary analysis in the Keynesian and classical traditions are addressed.

Giancarlo Gandolfo (see *Models of International Economics*) observes that the importance of international economics is increasing, owing to the increasing openness of the single national economic systems: on average, at the world level more than 28% of national income is spent on foreign commodities and services. A feature of current international exchanges with respect to those of the past is that exchanges of financial
assets have been growing much more rapidly than exchanges of commodities. Moreover, these financial exchanges, once ancillary to commodity trade, have taken on an autonomous importance and are far greater than the value of exchanges of commodities. This situation is also reflected in the theoretical models, which - once mostly concerned with the theory of commercial flows - have had to cope with the theory of financial and macroeconomic flows in an open macroeconomy. This chapter deals with mathematical models of both the theory and policy of international trade and with international monetary economics.

The chapter by Volker Grossmann and Thomas M. Steger (see Growth, Development, and Technological Change) surveys important chapters in the theory of endogenous technical change by focusing on the basic structure of endogenous growth models with horizontal as well as vertical innovation and emphasizing important implications for growth policy. Issues such as the scale effect problem, directed technological change to understand the evolution of wage inequality, long-run divergence between the innovating North and the imitating South due to inappropriate technology in the South, the relationship between trade and growth, competition and R&D, and the role of imperfect capital markets for R&D-based growth are examined.

Walter G. Park (see Innovation and Economic Dynamics) surveys recent economics research on innovation and dynamic change. First, an overview of different models of innovation is provided. The focus here is on models of product innovation, rather than process innovation. The former kind accounts for the bulk of innovative activities. Two types of innovation are considered: horizontal (expansion in the variety of goods) and vertical (improvements in the quality of goods). Second, applications of the models are provided. The focus of the applications is on policy-oriented issues; for example, the relationship between market size and innovation, which has implications for policies on economic integration, and the role of subsidies to research and development. Another policy issue is patent protection versus open innovation in which researchers do not seek patent rights but instead freely share inventions and discoveries.

The chapter by Dipankar Dasgupta (see Growth and Development with Income and Wealth Distribution) introduces some of the major developments in growth economics with income and wealth distribution over the last twenty years or so. It attempts to concentrate on a few chapters and brings out their essence. The mathematics is developed in an intuitive manner. Only a minimal level of prior training in mathematical techniques is necessary to read the chapter.

The chapter by Anna Nagurney (see Mathematical Models of Transportation and Networks) provides the foundations of the rigorous formulation, analysis, and solution of transportation network problems. It discusses user-optimization, which corresponds to decentralized decision-making, and system-optimization, which corresponds to centralized decision-making where the central controller can route the traffic in an optimal manner. It also examines a spectrum of increasingly sophisticated models and relates transportation networks to other network application domains in which flows (and associated decision-making) are essential, such as the Internet, supply chains, electric power distribution and generation networks, as well as financial networks. Finally, it is demonstrated how the importance of transportation network components,
that is, nodes and links can be identified (and ranked) through a recently proposed transportation network efficiency measure and accompanying component importance definition.

Peter Nijkamp and Jacques Poot (see *Mathematical Models in Regional Economics*) review the evolution of mathematical and statistical models that have been used for the development of theory and policy analysis in regional economics. The benefits of mathematical approaches are outlined. Theories and estimation techniques have developed in tandem with developments in the availability of geo-referenced data, new technologies and particularly computing power. Regional modeling was initially strongly influenced by macro-econometric and input-output models developed for national economies, but evolved into models that integrated these approaches into multi-regional settings that are often of a highly nonlinear nature and explicitly account for various forms of spatial interaction. New theoretical developments such as the new economic geography and endogenous growth theory have had a major impact on recent modeling trends and on the increasing popularity of spatial econometrics.

The chapter by Ngo Van Long (see *Mathematical Models of Resource and Energy Economics*) reviews major economic models of natural resources and energy use. The center-piece of the theory of non-renewable resources, Hotelling’s Rule, is explained and various versions of it are derived. Herfindahl’s Rule on the order of exploitation of deposits is shown to have limitations. This is followed by an exposition of equilibrium concepts in dynamic games involving natural resources. The role of imperfect property rights in the inefficient exploitation of resources is highlighted, and supported by models that predict or explain the extinction of some renewable resources. Some models of investment in energy efficiency are also reviewed.

Åke E Andersson and Borje Johansson (see *Mathematical Models in Spatial Economics*) introduce most of the important mathematical models in spatial economics, where the geography is represented by one-dimensional as well as two-dimensional space. The review concentrates on model families. A first family of such models deals with the determination of market areas and competition between the few in one-dimensional and two-dimensional space, where firms decide about price and location simultaneously. The second family contains equilibrium flow models in two-dimensional space, which depict location and specialization phenomena, interregional trade and spatial price equilibrium. The third family contains urban land-use models, for which both classical and recent contributions frequently employ a one-dimensional representation of space. The fourth model class relates to the so-called new economic geography and contains examples where each region is modeled as a monocentric one-dimensional space where the global geography consists of a discrete set of such regions.

Different from the chapters mentioned above, this chapter provides a general overview of mathematical approaches to economic problems. This chapter tries to illustrate mathematical models in economics from a broad perspective, examining how the main economic systems are described with different branches of mathematics. Since the literature on the theme is vast, this introduction provides only some applications of mathematics to economics, balancing the significance of economic issues and mathematical techniques. Rather than producing an endless litany of reviewing “A was
the first”, this chapter will be concentrated on a few main economic theories and see how various economic theories are constructed with different mathematical methods. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 makes a general introduction to modern treatment of Walras’ general equilibrium theory. In Section 3 we study a generalization of Ricardo’s economic theory. In Section 4, we demonstrate chaos in a discrete nonlinear population growth. Section 5 presents a modern version of von Thünen’s spatial economics. In Section 6 we study the Ramsey growth theory and the Solow growth model. Section 7 deals with monetary economic growth models with business cycles. Section 8 presents a model, which can explain both the Solow’s and Schumpeter’s growth mechanisms. Section 9 introduces an economic growth model with Arrow’s learning by doing and Uzawa’s human capital accumulation with education. In Section 10, we present a nonlinear Keynesian economic model which exhibits chaotic behavior. Section 11 studies international trade theories and the core trade theorems. Section 12 concludes the chapter with a discussion on producing a general economic theory. The bibliography at the end of the chapter provides the reader with guidelines for further investigations.
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